Quantum wells and superlattices have evolved over the last two decades to become a prominent multi-disciplinary field in condensed matter science. From the first observation of resonant tunneling to the recent realization of the quantum box, in this work we provide a summary description of the historical development of the field, known today as quantum structures. The focus is on the physics aspect with emphasis on important experimental observations that collectively define the field and set its direction of development.
It has been more than two decades since the superlattices and quantum wells were first proposed and realized. This achievement has dramatically changed the landscape of semiconductor research. Indeed, it has opened up a new field in which materials, physics and electronics are pursued in artificially synthesized structures on the scale of atomic dimensions [1] . Quantum states are created with prescribed conflgurations, leading to unprecedented transport, optical and magnetic properties. We show in Table I the multidisciplinary nature of the field, ranging from the preparation and characterization of the structures to the exploration and investigation of new physical phenomena and device applications. Over the years, the field has experienced tremendous expansion and growth and has developed to become a dominant theme in condensed matter science, known today as quantum structures or artificially structured materials or, loosely, nanostructures.
The major focus of our interest in quantum structures has been on their physics aspects. This focus will remain in this work as we attempt to look back and give a brief account of its historical development. In Table II some of the important events are shown in chronological order with emphasis on experimental observations. The list is no doubt incomplete in view of the vast, worldwide effort in this field of research and the very large number of reports in the literature. In this table a few items in the development of electronic and optoelectronic devices are also included.
In the early 1970's, amid an environment of Skepticism, we started our experimental effort to fabricate ultrathin semiconductor layers in pursuance of the quantum size effect. Guided by the theoretical prediction of a negative-resistance [2] , initial work was focussed on transport properties in the direction perpendicular to the layer plane, and the results were interpreted by electron deceleration in the superlattice subband [3] . But a clear demonstration of the formation of quantum states had to wait for the observation of resonant tunneling in double barrier [4] and superlattice structures [5] . Inherent interest in the tunneling process led subsequently to extensive studies of the coherent versus incoherent nature of the process itself [6] and the dynamic behaviour of the charge built-up [7] . More recently, resonant tunneling was also applied to structures under magnetic fields both to observe electron transport through Landau levels [8] and to deduce dispersion relations in the band structure [9] . Tunneling in zero-dimensional systems was also pursued when such systems became realized later [10] . Indeed, resonant tunneling has developed to be a large fleld in its own right in parallel with the development of quantum structures.
The successful demonstration of quantum states in man-made layerS aroused great interest, leading to their investigations with different experiments. One important set of experiments involved optical radiation, including absorption, luminescence and Raman scattering [11] [12] [13] . Being spectroscopic in nature, optical measurements provide direct information on subband energies, excitonic processes • and collective excitations [14] . The wave functions of the excitons are severely restricted by the heterostructure potential, resulting in a significant increase in their binding energies, as measured from the luminescence spectra [15] . Similar experiments were also used to study the enhancement of the binding energies of impuri-ties which also involve Coulombic interactions, and the effect of band mixing and crossing under an electric field [16] . In, Raman scattering, on the other hand, by registering the frequency shift of incident and scattered photons, information can be obtained about elementary excitations such as phonons and plasmons as well as interband transitions and their resonant behaviour. New phonon modes were also observed, including both confined and propagating modes [17, 18] , leading to the notion of the superlattice of phonons in analogy to that of electrons. In addition to optics, experiments under the application of a magnetic field were initiated, following the observation of quantum states in resonant tunneling. The field quantizes the electron motion in the perpendicular plane, and this additional quantization makes it particularly suitable for use in studying low-dimensional systems. Oscillations in magnetoresistance were observed as functions or magnitude and orientation of the field, demonstrating twodimensionality in an isolated quantum well and variable two to three-dimensionality in a superlattice [19] . Studies that followed extended rapidly to magneto-absorption and cyclotron resonance [20, 21] , and subsequently to interactions with phonons and plasmons [22, 23] . In a separate development, spin splittings were extensively investigated, including the enhancement and oscillations of the g-factor in a magnetic field as a result of self-energy exchange interaction [24] . Another topic drawing broad interest is related to the scattering process under high fields and the resulting density-of-states and Landau-level broadening.
By the time the decade of the 1970's was drawing to a close, most of the key features of a quantum structure for it to be viewed as a new material had been demonstrated. Each phenomenon in the structure influences a speciflc physical parameter which characterizes and governs the properties of the material: electric quantization creates new schemes of subband energies; low-dimensionality of the electron system leads to different density-of-states functions; exciton and impurity confinements produce enhanced bindings; and modified lattice vibrations result in new phonon modes. Added to these features was the invention of modulation doping to reduce impurity scattering by spatially separating impurities in the barriers from carriers in the wells [25, 26] . Since all these features can be tailored by designing the quantum structure in terms of its composition, thickness and configuration, the quantum structure represents a new class of engineered electronic materials.
With the improvement in quality and availabihty of samples, research activities in quantum structures grew exponentially both in scope and in depth in the decade of the 1980's. Many of the earlier observations were further pursued, as described above, which led to better understanding of the observations and to broadened research in related areas. Furthermore, quantum structures of different semiconductors, no longer limited to GaAs-GaAlAs which had been the predominant system of investigation from the beginning, began to come to the scene and became widely pursued. This success widened the field in several different directions of development. The first was the effect of band structure, arising from the use of various combinations of semiconductors. Notable examples were InAs-Gasb [27] , HgTe-CdTe [28] and Si-SiGe [29, 30] . The broken-gap situation in the case of InAs-Gasb was of particular interest for it gave rise to the spatial separation of carriers and , the formation of semimetallic structure [31, 32] . The second development is related to the effect of strain, a consequence of mismatch of lattice constants from different materials [33] . This opened up the field to a large variety of combinations of semiconductors, and also made it possible to take advantage of the influence of strain on the band structure to produce interesting phenomena [34] . The third development had to do with the introduction of special materials to the field of quantum structures, such as the semimagnetic or diluted magnetic semiconductor [35] . The magnetic exchange interaction resulted in significant observations of dimensional crossover of phase transitions and spin polarization and relaxation dynamics [36, 37] .
Coinciding with the hectic pace in the 1980's for various investigations of physical phenomena in different material systems, two specific observations stood out: the quantum Hall effect under magnetic fields near the beginning of the decade [38] [39] [40] and the Stark ladder formation under electric fields near the end [41, 42] . While the integral quantum Hall effect can be largely understood on the basis of localization, the fractional quantum Hall effect is a many-body effect, involving quasi-particle excitations [43] . The richness in physics continued to produce unexpected results and new insight into the problem, including edge states, hierarchical structure, spin unpolarized states [44, 45] and multilayer quantum liquids [46, 47] . The possibility of a Wigner transition has always drawn great attention [48] [49] [50] , and so has been the advancement in theory such as the most recent formulation of composite fermion to provide a unified explanation to both the integral and fractional effects [51, 52] . In the other development, electric fields had long been used to alter the quantum states and polarized the electron-hole distribution [53] . As the field increases, the extended states in a superlattice tend to be localized, leading to the formation of the Stark ladder. The observation of the ladder shed new light on the fundamental question of the Bloch oscillation and inspired extensive experimental efforts. By use of different techniques of measurement, various manifestations of this effect were reported, including transport [54] , four-wave mixing [55] and coherent electromagnetic radiation [56] .
During the course of studies of quantum wells and superlattices, which are essentially twodimensional electron systems with potential confinement in one direction, the possibility of providing additional confinement in the other two directions had constantly intrigued people working in the field. That the staircase density-of-states in twodimensionality becomes spiked and delta-function as the dimensionality is further reduced to one and zero would undoubtedly offer new possibilities in pursuance of physics. Various clever schemes and processing techniques were attempted to produce such structures with different degrees of success: electron-beam and X-ray lithography, focussed ion-beam deposition, scanning tunneling microscopy [57] , various chemical processes and special growtl techniques on edges, vicinal surfaces and nonplanar substrates [58, 59] . The most commonly used structure today is fabricated 1aterally on the plane of a twodimensional electron gas by electron-beam patterning, reactive-ion etching and proper gating with applied voltages. One-dimensional quantum wire and zerodimensional quantum dots or boxes are produced by use of such patterning in one and two directions, respectively.
Evidence for the formation of quantum wires were provided from both transport [60, 61] , optical [62] and capacitance measurements [63] . The last experiment probes directly the density-of-states, showing well-defined oscillations as the Fermi level crosses the one-dimensional quantum states. Similar capacitance measurements as well as resonant tunneling measurements were subsequently applied to quantum boxes to demonstrate the zerodimensional quantum states [10, 63] . The success brought about a new vigor and enthusiasm to the research of quantum structures and, by applying the knowledge and techniques acquired earlier from the twodimensional studies to these lower-dimensional systems, led rapidly to interesting results in transport and optical properties under both electric and magnetic fields. One observation of particular importance was that of point-contact, quantized conductance under a narrow constriction [64] . The conductance showed steps and plateaux arising from successive population of the one-dimensional channels. Ballistic transport was brought under focus. The two fields in small structures began to converge: quantum wells and superlattices which traditionally emphasize quantization, and mesoscopic systems which are concerned with phase coherence. Another observation of significant impact was that of Coulomb blockade, as manifested in the conductance of quasi-isolated electron dots as a result of charge quantization [65] [66] [67] . This illustrated clearly the exciting opportunity of dealing with a system containing only few electrons or, more generally, other types of particles such as impurities and spins.
Riding on the momentum of small structures, studies in the field of quantum structures showed no signs of abatement as it entered the decade of 1990's. We name here just a few notable examples: the dynamic localization and multiphoton emission under terahertz fields in superlattices [68] , the enhancement of effective mass of composite fermions near half-filled Landau levels in the fractional quantum Hall regime [69] , the effect of electron-electron interaction in transport through quantum wires in the Luttinger liquid [70, 71] and single electron ccupation [72] and tunneling [73] in quantum dots. Added to these are the voluminous output which continued in the more tradition studies in the twodimensional electron systems. We show in Fig. 1 the growth of the fleld in terms of the number of papers related to the field presented in the 1ast two decades at the International Conference on the Physics of Semiconductors, which started in 1950 and has been since held biennially. Clearly seen are the incubation period in the 1970's, the steep rise in the 1980's and the continued growth on the logarithmic scale in the 1990's when its ratio to the total number of papers presented at the Conference reached beyond 50 percent.
In writing this summary account of the development of quantum structures, from the first observation of resonant tunneling to the success of achieving quantum boxes, we are amazed at the number of publications and the number of research people in this field. The field has enjoyed an uninterrupted growth, highlighted by major observations and breakthroughs which invariably carried the frontiers of research to subsequent plateaux. At present, on-going activities contain sufficient new and exciting features to push the research forward, pending further discoveries which are unpredictable by their very nature. It should be mentioned in this connection that great progress has been made recently in clusters and tubes, embedded particles and controlled nanocrystals [74, 75] , offering the possibility of making three-dimensional molecules and superlattices. They may conceivably provide the next frontier in quantum-box research.
